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VITAL INFORMATION

Subject(s): Elementary, Information Literacy, Language Arts (English), Reading, Research,
Technology
 

Topic or Unit of Study: Informational Text
 

Grade/Level: 5
 

Objective: After this lesson, students will

• be able to state the function and purpose of a URL.
• recognize that top level domains (URL "endings") are good clues to determine
the purpose, authorship and credibility of a web site.
• understand the importance of authenticating online
resources
• understand that Internet sites can be posted with no checking or selection.
• understand that evaluation for quality is their own responsibility when using a
search engine.
• recognize that not all Internet content is equally useful.
• recognize the signs of bias and omission in information
• use a template to authenticate Web sources based on
site authorship or ownership, content and currency
• know how to use the Internet effectively to locate information.
 

Summary: This lesson will teach the students strategies they can use to analyze websites
intent and content. It teaches the students to decode the URL and to gain
some information from domain name as well as the extensions. The lesson also
strives for the students to become critical website readers and for them to
apply the 5W strategy whenever they read a website. The students are given a
website investigator handout with good strategies top use when reading
websites. The handout also contains questions that the students have to
answer to show that they understand and uses the critical thinking skills that
are being taught. They are encouraged to use this handout as a reminder when
they read informational text in websites.
 

IMPLEMENTATION

Learning Context: This lesson is a part of the informational text unit.
 

Procedure: CONNECTION:
1. ) The students and teacher will sit in a circle. The teacher will start the
lesson by making a connection with the students. “Last week we talked about
strategies strong readers use when they read informational text and websites.
Today we will learn how to become website investigators and learn strategies
on how to analyze a website to see if the information is true or not”.
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EXPLICIT INSTRUCTION:

2.) Teacher will start out by doing a quick survey on the students internet
knowledge.
Teacher can either assign someone to record the answer or just do it informally
by having the students raise their hands.

3.) The teacher will continue by saying: “Today I am going to teach you
effective website investigating skills. All investigators such as police officers,
private detectives, journalists and even teachers are experts at asking
questions.
The first thing an investigator does when they need information is to ask
themselves questions and one of the more proven methods is the 5 W
Strategy.
Does any one know what the 5 W Strategy might stand for?”
It stands for:
Who?
What?
When?
Where?
Why?

4.) Teacher will start by examining the Where?:
Where do you find a website? On the internet.
How do you get there? You type in the website.
What is the first thing you type when you need to access a website?
You type the website’s address or as it is also called a URL or Uniform Resource
Locator. The URL is kind of like a street address and it can tell you a lot of
information.
It tells the computer where the website is located.

5.) The teacher will model how the URL is constructed, and will ask students to
follow along in their handouts.
“The first step in learning the grammar of the Internet is to read URLs closely.
Reading a URL is an exercise in critical thinking.”
Here are three guiding questions that will help you read the URL:

6.) Teacher will ask the first question:
Question #1. Do you recognize the domain name?
Go over with the students what a domain name is:
The domain name is found after the http:// and www. to the first forward slash
/. For example in the URL www.novemberlearning.com, novemberlearning.com
is the domain name. A domain name can sometimes provide clues about the
quality of information of a site or tell you what a site is about.

7.) Teacher will ask the second question:
Question # 2. What is the extension in the domain name?
Go over with the students what extensions are.
.com and .net are examples of extensions. Extensions are an important part of
domain names. You probably know quite a few already. Extensions are
intended to show the type of establishment that owns and publishes the
domain. Here is a list to look for:

.edu Educational organization (most US universities)
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.k12 US school site (not all US schools use this)

.ac Academic institution (outside of US)

.sch School site (some schools outside of the US use this)

.com Company (usually .co in the UK)

.org Any organization

.gov Government agency

.net Network

.mil Military institution

.biz, Commercial purpose

.info. Commercial purpose

.uk United Kingdom (country specific extension)

.jp Japan (country specific extension)
,ca Canada (country specific extension)
.au Australia (country specific extension)
(~) Sometimes you might see a “user” reference or tilde (~) symbol in a
sub directory, followed by a name. This indicates that you may be on a
personal Web page that is being hosted by an ISP (Internet Service
Provider).

Some extensions may provide more reliable information than others, but there
are no guarantees. Ones that may be more reliable are .edu, .gov, .k12. Ones
to watch out for are .com, .org, .net. These domains can be purchased by
anybody. This is not to say that sites with these extensions can never be
trusted, but it is good to know whether you are on a commercial or special
interest-type site if you are trying to access academic-type information.

8.) Teacher will ask the third question:
Question # 3. Are you on a personal page?
You may or may not recognize the domain name or extension of a URL. Keep
reading past the first forward slash / for more clues. If you are on a personal
page the information you are reading may or may not be trustworthy. A
personal page is a web site created by an individual. The web site may contain
useful information, links to important resources and helpful facts, but
sometimes these pages offer highly biased opinions. The presence of a name in
the URL such as jdoe and a tilde” ~” or % or the words “users,” “people,” or
“members” frequently means you are on a personal web site. Even if a site has
the extension, .edu, you still need to keep a look out for personal pages.

You can't judge a Web site just by its code, however. Not all commercial sites
will try to sell you something, but they warrant a different kind of scrutiny than
those at a governmental site. Pages found on educational or non-profit
organization Web servers can be extraordinarily diverse. Non-profits can be
professional associations, seditious societies or silly groups. Educational web
sites range from forums for sophomoric humor to clearinghouses for cutting
edge articles on post-partum particle physics.

What can you trust and why?
• www.amazon.com has good information about books. Why? (Better info will
sell more books and keep more customers.)
• www.fi.edu (Franklin Institute) had to prove they were educational to get a
“.edu” address
• www.nasa.gov (space program)

9. ) Teacher will then proceed and introduce the students to domain name
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extension bingo. On the students’ handouts are bingo boards. Have the
students randomly fill out the squares with the extensions from the handout.
Teacher will either give students a definition of the extension or a full url for
the students to match up with their bingo board.

10.) Teacher will proceed to introduce the students to the remainder W’s.
“Now that you are expert investigator in finding out the “Where?” part of a
website. Lets continue by examining the
Who?
What?
When?
Why?
We will do that by looking at the following website:

Who is the source of the information:
Who is responsible for the site?
Who are the authors of the webpage?
What gives them their expertise?
By what authority do they write?
Have the authors indicated their research methods or provided any supportive
evidence for their conclusions?
Have they provided you a means to contact them?

What are you getting?
What kind of website is this?
What is its purpose: To inform? To sell? To entertain? To persuade?

When was the site created?
Is it important that the information you are seeking be right up to date?
Is a reference date provided to show when the material was put online, or
when it was last updated?
Do the links work?

Why:
· Can I get the information faster off-line?
· Does the online material I'm finding suit my needs?
· Am I able to verify this information?
· When in doubt, doubt. Skepticism should be the rule of thumb on the Net.

Finally always look at the details.
Check for the obvious things, such as good grammar and correct spelling. Note
the depth of the material presented. Are the links evaluated or annotated in
any way? Graphics may be great, but do they serve any purpose other than
decoration? Just as a magazine with many color advertisements may have a
different purpose than a scholarly journal with no illustrations, a website with
mirthful color and slickness may not be primarily a research site.

GUIDED PRACTICE:
11.) The teacher then proceeds by saying; “Now you will try it with me”.
Teacher and students will together use the 5W worksheet to analyze a website
and to see if it is for real. Teacher models and use think alouds as he/she
together with the students analyzes a website.

SEND OFF FOR INDEPENDENT PRACTICE:
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12.) The teacher then proceeds by saying:
“Now it is time for you to do your independent practice. You can choose to
work alone or partner up. I want you to use the handouts I gave you and look
for similarities and differences in the URL websites. When you are done with
that handout, you may proceed to the 5W handout and pick one website to
analyze. You need to use the strategies we have just gone through. Give me
thumbs up if you all have understood what needs to be done.”

13.) While the students are working the teacher will walk around the classroom
and conference in the student groups, ask them about the website, what
strategies they are using and help them find the information they need.

GROUP WRAP UP:
14.) When five minutes are left, gather all the students back in the circle. Ask
the students if anyone tried the strategies that were taught today. Ask the
students to share their findings. Have student share their findings from the
Extension work sheets. What did they find? Did anything surprise them? Have
those students who were able to use the 5W worksheet to analyze a website
share their findings.
 

Differentiated
Instruction:

Differentiated Strategies
These strategies are used to meet the varied needs of all learners:

• Varying academic levels: uses mixed-ability groups to allow students to learn
from one another
• Visual learners: incorporates handouts to reinforce critical thinking strategies
to use for increased comprehension
• Auditory learners: encourages partner talk to define unknown words
• Teacher will group student depending on ability levels.
• The website provided to the students are below, at or above 5th grade
reading level.
• Instructions is repeated multiple times.
• Teacher used think alouds to enhance instruction
• Teacher modeled each step to ensure student comprehension
 

Sample Student
Products:

 

 
Collaboration: Students will work collaboratively & individually. Students will work in groups of

2.
 

Time Allotment: 1 class period. 1.5 Hrs per class.
 

Author's Comments &
Reflections:

When I created my lesson, my aim was to emulate the concepts found in
Tomlinson’s (1999) planning model for academic diversity and talent
development. I wanted my lesson to be highly relevant in regards to the
research skills students would need to employ throughout their entire lives. I
focused on student comprehension skills for reading informational text.
Explicitly for them to learn to analyze the relevance and content of a website.
Differentiation was achieved through the use of multiple text and print
resources. I looked through a variety of websites until I found a select group
that met my teaching needs. I found simple as well as complex sites that would
help me reach the various reading levels of my students, in order to make sure
they had success, while still challenging them on some level. I chose my
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handouts so that each student would have different role in their groups, and
that each group would have a slightly different focus. The instruction was fairly
complex, so giving each student in the group a defined role made sure that all
my points were being considered.

The process I used was very focused. I started with a quick survey and asked
questions to the whole class. This allowed me to pre assess the class prior
knowledge. I was able to use a lot of the student’s answers as I continued with
my instruction. The students continued with a quick round of “URL extension
Bingo” The URL’s that was utilize was written on the white board as well as on
one of the handouts in their package. They then got to explore several website
to really reinforce the knowledge they had gained on the URL extensions. I
then modeled the specific 5W question strategy that I wanted them to use
when analyzing the content of a website. We did this together as a class,
afterwards their tasks was to use their graphic organizer to analyze a variety of
websites. They where given the option to work independently or in a group.

The products of the lesson plan were the actual analytical skills that were
taught. To ensure that these skills were internalized the students had to also
utilize them in order to succeed. Differentiation was achieved through the
tiered product assignments, group investigation, and community based
products. At the end of the class, I had each group focus on a different
worksheet in the group participation, so that every group had something
relevant to add. I feel that the results of the lesson were positive and I think
the students left with a better understanding of the process.

Tomlinson, C. A. (1999). The differentiated classroom: Responding to the
needs of all
learners. Alexandria, VA: ASCD.
 

MATERIALS AND RESOURCES

Instructional Materials:
Attachments

Interview Survey This file contains questions the teacher asks at the beginning of the lesson.1.
Website Investigator Handbook This files contains all the strategies the students need to be a
successful website investigator. It has the 5W questions, and handouts for the students to complete.

2.

Links

All About Explorers This website is awesome for any teacher that wants to explore and learn more
about analyzing websites validity and content. This website contains several activities for students to
do as well as an excellent formulated webquest.

1.

 
Resources:

Materials and resources:
Technology resources:
•Computer and projector
•Laptops for all the students
Technology resources:
Students will using a web browser, either Firefox or Safari to explore
different websites.
The number of computers required is 1 per student.
Students Familiarity with Software Tool:
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The students have experience using web browser since kindergarten.
Book the projector for the computer
Book the laptop cart in advance

 

STANDARDS & ASSESSMENT

Standards: NH- New Hampshire & Rhode Island Local GLEs
• Subject : Reading

• Grade Range : Grade K-5

• Content Cluster : INITIAL UNDERSTANDING of INFORMATIONAL TEXT (R-7)

• Grade : End of Grade 5

• GLE Stem : R–5–7: Demonstrate initial understanding of informational texts
(expository and practical texts) by…

 Indicator : R–5–7.1 Obtaining information from text features (e.g., table of
contents, glossary, index, transition words /phrases, bold or italicized text,
headings, subheadings, graphic organizers, charts, graphs, or illustrations)
(State)

 Indicator : R–5–7.6 Obtaining information from text features (e.g., maps,
diagrams, tables, captions, timelines, citations) (Local)

 Indicator : R–5–7.2 Using information from the text to answer questions
related to main/central ideas or key details (State)

 Indicator : R—5—7.4 Generating questions before, during, and after
reading to enhance recall (Local)

 Indicator : R—5—7.5 Identifying the characteristics of a variety of types of
text (e.g., reference: dictionaries, glossaries, reports, encyclopedias, children’s
magazines, content trade books, textbooks, student newspapers, Internet
websites, biographies; and practical/functional texts: procedures, instructions,
book orders, announcements, invitations, recipes, menus (Local)

• Content Cluster : ANALYSIS and INTERPRETATION OF INFORMATIONAL
TEXTS/CITING EVIDENCE

• Grade : End of Grade 5

• GLE Stem : R–5–8: Analyze and interpret informational text, citing evidence as
appropriate by…

 Indicator : R–5–8.1 Connecting information within a text or across texts
(State)

 Indicator : R–5–8.3 Drawing inferences about text, including author’s
purpose (e.g., to inform, explain, entertain, persuade) or message; or forming
and supporting opinions/judgments and assertions about central ideas that are
relevant (State)

 Indicator : R–5–8.4 Distinguishing fact from opinion (State)

 Indicator : R–5–8.2 Synthesizing information within or across text(s) (e.g.,
constructing appropriate titles; or formulating assertions or controlling ideas)
(State)

 Indicator : R–5–8.5 Making inferences about causes or effects (State)

• Content Cluster : COMPREHENSION SKILLS AND STRATEGIES (R- 12 and R- 13)

• Grade : End of Grade 5

 GLE Stem : R—5—13 Uses comprehension strategies (flexibly and as needed)
before, during, and after reading literary and informational text.

USA- ISTE: National Educational Technology Standards for
Students: The Next Generation

• Standard : 3. Research and Information Fluency- Students apply digital tools to gather,
evaluate, and use information.
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 Indicator : Students: a. plan strategies to guide inquiry.

 Indicator : Students: b. locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, synthesize, and ethically
use information from a variety of sources and media.

 Indicator : Students: c. evaluate and select information sources and digital tools based
on the appropriateness to specific tasks.

 Indicator : Students: d. process data and report results.

• Standard : 5. Digital Citizenship- Students understand human, cultural, and societal issues
related to technology and practice legal and ethical behavior.

 Indicator : Students: a. advocate and practice safe, legal, and responsible use of
information and technology.

 Indicator : Students: b. exhibit a positive attitude toward using technology that
supports collaboration, learning, and productivity.

 Indicator : Students: c. demonstrate personal responsibility for lifelong learning.

 Indicator : Students: d. exhibit leadership for digital citizenship.

• Standard : 6. Technology Operations and Concepts- Students demonstrate a sound
understanding of technology concepts, systems and operations.

 Indicator : Students: a. understand and use technology systems.

 Indicator : Students: b. select and use applications effectively and productively.

 Indicator : Students: c. troubleshoot systems and applications.

 
Assessment/Rubrics: Students will be assessed via informal observation as well as by completing the

handouts.

Rubrics

Retelling Rubric for informational text1.
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